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Abstract: The facile synthetic method for the preparation of incorporated carbon quantum dots
(CQDs)/Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) with well-aligned silicon nanowire (SiNW) arrays is demon-
strated, offering the superior photodegradation capabilities covering UV to visible wavelength
regions. By examining the morphology, microstructure, crystallinity, chemical feature, surface groups,
light-emitting, and reflection characteristics, these hybrid heterostructures are systematically identi-
fied. Moreover, the involving degradation kinetics, band diagram, cycling capability, and underlying
mechanism of photodegradation are investigated, validating their remarkable and reliable photocat-
alytic performances contributed from the strongly reduced light reflectivity, superior capability of
charge separation, and sound wettability with dye solutions.

Keywords: carbon nanodots; silicon nanowires; heterostructure; photodegradation

1. Introduction

Heterostructures, through the incorporation of distinct semiconductor and/or metal
nanostructures, have emerged as the extensive investigations arisen from their innovative
and superior optoelectronic [1,2], mechanic [3], and optical [4–7] properties, which further
lead to the substantial improvement of various applications, ranging from photodetec-
tors [8–11], solar cells [12–14], optical communications [15], to biological detection [16].
In the practical regard, nevertheless, the synthetic method of heterostructures turn out to be
critical for attaining the requirement of manufacturing standards such as large production,
simple procedure and sound reliability. Compared with the reported methods including
chemical vapor deposition, physical evaporation, laser-induced deposition, hydrothermal,
and in-situ nanoparticle synthesis [17–21], solution-processing techniques allow several
superiorities, such as simple, inexpensive, and large-quantitative production of nanosized
heterostructures [22], which are highly potential for addressing practical employment of
commercial product. Yet, the correlated studies are still limited so far.

In this study, all-solution based method is presented for the preparation of highly
efficient photocatalysts through the strategy of heterostructure design. Organic dyes,
one of the dominant water pollutants, cause the serious destruction to the ecosystems.
Degradation of organic dyes using photocatalysts under light illuminations has been con-
sidered the efficient and reliable treatment that can ecofriendly degrade the harmful dyes
to CO2 and water. To realize the broadband photocatalysts that can activate the dye degra-
dation covering the wide spectral regions from ultraviolet (UV) to visible illuminations,
optical management of heterostructures for accomplishing the efficient light absorption
of both UV and visible wavelengths turns out to be critically essential. Herein, the well
incorporation of Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) as outer sides with carbon nanodots (CQDs)
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as inner cores functioning as the broadband absorbers is demonstrated, where the AgNP
shells enable to absorb the visible lights centered as 410 nm due to the existence of localized
surface plasmon resonance, and the CQD shells essentially facilitate the remarkable light
absorption at UV regions. In addition, the as-synthesized hybrid CQD/AgNP nanostruc-
tures are uniformly decorated on Si nanowire (SiNW) arrays. Such regulated features allow
the well separation of CQD/AgNP nanoparticles rather than the unwanted aggregation,
which supports the tailored absorption of broadband incoming lights for sustaining the
photodegradation of organic dyes in efficient and reliable way. Moreover, the involved degra-
dation kinetics, cycling capability, and underlying mechanism are investigated thoroughly.

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a presents the schematic illustration for the formation of AgNP-incorporated
CQDs. Briefly, a solution phase containing glucose as carbon precursor is subjected to
a sonication treatment, where the cavitation is introduced in the aqueous medium and
followed by the creation of substantial strain rate due to the collapse of vapor cavities.
Such involved shear stress is relatively high, thus enabling to separate the glucose molecules
into few segments and in turn driving the heterogeneous formation of numerous carbon
clusters with irregular shapes suspended in the solutions. Next, the subsequent supplement
of heat treatment forces the rearrangement of the separated carbon clusters, which results
in the formation of sphere-like quantum dots that is energetically driven by the reduction
of surface energy of carbon nanostructures. It should be noted that the generated CQDs
through ultrasound-driven mechanical vibrations possess the sound water solubility due to
the existence of -OH groups and -CO groups on CQD surfaces, which will be evidenced ater.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustrations for the formantion of CQD/AgNP nanoparticles. (b) Correlated TEM image and (c)
HRTEM image of CQD/AgNP nanoparticles. The inset of Figure 1b presents the particle distribution with Gaussian fitting.

For synthesizing AgNP-decorated CQDs functioning as broadband absorption probes,
the cationic Ag(NH3)2+ ion was introduced in the CQD-contained solutions, which are
preferentially reacted with O-H groups on CQD surfaces due to strong electrostatic attrac-
tion, and in turn initiate the reduction of Ag clusters following the reaction presented as
below [23],

2HR-C=O + 2Ag+ + 2OH− → 2HR-COOH + 2Ag + 2H2O (1)

where R represents the CQDs. Specifically, the adhered Ag(NH3)2+ molecules on CQD
surfaces are rapidly reduced to Ag as long as the -OH groups of CQDs are exposed to
the Ag+ containing solutions. Thus, the oxidation and reduction reactions are ceased
while the AgNPs are fully surrounded CQDs rather than directly formed in the solutions,
which guarantees the well incorporation of AgNP shells with CQD cores. In addition,
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Figure 1b demonstrates the TEM image of the synthesized CQD/AgNP nanoparticles,
where the sizes are uniform with the average dimension of 14.5 nm extracted from Gaus-
sian fitting. The corresponding microstructures can be further examined, indicating the
existence of Ag (111) crystallographic planes at side region of observed nanoparticles, along
with graphite lattice with orientated plane of (002) locating at inner region of nanoparticles.
This finding implies the successful formation of hybrid CQD/AgNP structures.

The obtained CQD/AgNP nanoparticles are then readily deposited on the sidewalls
of SiNW arrays via a facile drop coating method (Figure 2a) and the corresponding EDS
spectrum is also presented in the inset of Figure 2a, indicating the sound incorporation of
CQD/AgNP nanoparticles with SiNW arrays. These features with highly dense decoration
of functional CQD/AgNP nanoparticles are realized with standard drop coating route,
which are reliable for the preparation of these hybrid heterostructures with high yield.
Moreover, the SiNWs not only behave as supporting skeleton for preventing from particle
aggregation of CQD/AgNP during photocatalytic operation, but further facilitate the
charge separation of photogenerated carriers excited with the light illuminations. To further
examine the lattice crystallinity of synthesized samples, XRD investigations are performed,
as shown in Figure 2b. The correlated diffraction spectra of samples including SiNWs,
CQD@SiNWs and CQD/AgNP@SiNWs are examined, indicating that the consistent peaks
located at 61.6◦ and 69.2◦ are corresponded to Si (320) and Si (400) crystallographic planes,
respectively [24]. Moreover, one can also observe the explicit peak located at 25.6◦ from
both cases of CQDs and CQD/AgNP, which arises from the crystallite configuration of
graphite (002) lattice [25]. It should be noted that compared with conventional diffraction
patterns of graphite, the slightly small diffraction angle is attributed to the O-H functional
groups at the edges of CQD structures that expand the graphite lattice of CQDs. In hybrid
features of CQD/AgNP@SiNWs, several additional diffraction peaks at 38.1◦, 44.3◦, 64.4◦

and 77.3◦ are exhibited, which indicate the (111), (200) and (311) of FCC configurations from
Ag crystals, respectively [26,27]. In addition, the grain size of sole CQDs and CQD/AgNP
structures are estimated using Scherrer’s formula. The results evidence that the grain
sizes of CQD/AgNP structures are 0.45 nm (CQDs) and 14.57 nm (AgNPs), where the
former one is comparably smaller than that of sole CQDs (0.61 nm) due to the fact that
the crystallite CQDs are surrounded by Ag shells, indicating the successful formation of
core/shell features, and these findings are correlated with TEM investigations, as shown in
Figure 1c.

To further examine the distinct crystallographic configuration of hybrid CQD/AgNP@SiNWs
while the heterojunction between CQD nanoparticles and underlying Si skeletons is estab-
lished, Raman analysis is performed, and the recorded spectra are demonstrated in Figure 2c.
Interestingly, it can be found that the Raman peak at 925 cm−1 originally from Si-O vi-
brations of Si crystals is solely presented in the sample of pure SiNWs, but turns out to
disappear while the CQDs or CQD/AgNPs are involved. This explicitly finding implies
the fact that the Si-O bonding of Si surfaces in contact with CQDs is reduced, thus leaving
the establishment of CQD/Si heterojunction that can substantially benefit the charge rectifi-
cation of photogenerated carriers across CQD/Si interfaces. Moreover, the appearance of
characteristic Raman peaks of D band (1371 cm−1) and G band (1570 cm−1) of graphite
crystals can be found in CQD@SiNWs [28,29], whereas the slight blueshift of D band
(1368 cm−1) appearing in the sample of CQD/AgNP@SiNWs is exhibited, which could
be attributed to the electrostatic attraction bridged between AgNPs and CQDs, where this
result is corresponded with the literature [30]. In addition, Figure 2d demonstrates the XPS
spectrum for the identification of chemical state of hybrid CQD/AgNP@SiNWs, where the
intense XPS peaks locate at 368.6 and 374.6 eV are corresponded to the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2

of Ag signals, indicating the existence of metallic state of Ag that can effectively absorb
visible lights for photocatalytic use operated in visible regions.
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Figure 2. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of CQD/AgNP@SiNW arrays. The inset of Figure 2a shows the corresponding
TEM image (figure left) and EDS spectrum (figure right), respectively. (b) XRD and (c) Raman analysis of three various
samples. (d) XPS investigations of SiNW, CQD@SiNW and CQD/AgNP@SiNW arrays, respectively.

Figure 3a demonstrates the FTIR spectra of three various SiNW-based samples.
Compared with the spectrum of sole SiNWs, one can observe several absorption dips in-
cluding 2900 cm−1, 1735 cm−1, 1600 cm−1, 1380 cm−1, 1035 cm−1, and 635 cm−1 from both
CQD@SiNWs and CQD/AgNP@SiNWs, which are contributed from stretching vibrations
of CH3, C=O, C=C, nitrate, C-O and CH2 bonding, respectively. The existence of nitrate
band is mainly attributed to the residual Ag(NH3)2+ ions absorbed on the surfaces of Ag-
NPs. These strongly correlated FTIR features from CQD@SiNWs and CQD/AgNP@SiNWs
indicate that the decoration of AgNPs does not alter the chemical structures of CQDs,
while the solution-processing technique presented here may offer an effective route for real-
izing the well optical management of such hybrid nanostructures for attaining broadband
absorption of light.
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Fig 3 Figure 3. (a) FTIR, (b) light-reflectivity and (c) PL spctra of three various samples. (d) Measured results of photocurrent and

dark current (inset of Figure 3d) of three various samples.

In addition, the correlated light reflectivity from sample surfaces acts as the deceive
role on determining the interaction of incoming lights with photocatalysts, and therefore
the well management of light absorption turns out to be significant for the extent of pho-
todegradation performances. Here, the light reflectivity covering the wavelengths from
250 to 850 nm of three various SiNW-based samples are examined, as shown in Figure 3b.
All three samples demonstrate the low reflectivity over the broadband spectra regions,
with average reflectivity of 6.63% from sole SiNWs, 3.86% from CQD/SiNWs and 2.21%
from CQD/AgNP@SiNWs. The ultra-low light reflectivity existed in CQD/AgNP@SiNWs
can be attributed to two possible effects. First, the involved CQDs own the excellent light ab-
sorption in UV regions, where the dominant absorption bands covered around 200–300 nm
stemming from π-π* transition of C=C bonding, and another absorption region centered at
230 nm is originated from the n-π* transition of C=O bonding [31]. Secondly, the hybrid
CQD/AgNP nanostructures can additionally offer the strong visible-light absorption cen-
tered at 410 nm coming from the effect of localized surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR)
of metallic Ag, where the incoming lights are strongly absorbed within AgNPs due to
the collective oscillation of electrons [16]. These combined effects thus greatly reduce the
average light reflectivity of CQD/AgNP@SiNWs approximately three times compared with
sole SiNWs, further extending the absorption range covering from UV to visible regions,
which facilitate the possible photodegradation process under broadband illuminations.

The light-emitting characteristics of three various SiNW-based photocatalysts are
explored. In sole SiNWs, the dominant PL peak can be found in 530 nm, which is orig-
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inated from the radiative emission of S-O bonding of SiOx crystals [32]. When incor-
porating SiNWs with CQD nanoparticles, the combined PL signals exist, which can be
deconvoluted into two characteristic peaks at 530 nm and 497 nm, as shown in Figure 3c.
Specifically, the PL spectral position centered at 497 nm is assigned to be the fundamental
emission of CQD structures, which are in line with the literature [33]. Moreover, one can
obtain the obvious reduction of PL intensities, which implies the possible separation of
photoexcited carriers, rather than experiencing the radiative recombination due to the
creation of sound heterojunction between the decorated CQDs and supported SiNWs.
Moreover, when the CQD/AgNP@SiNWs heterostructures are realized, the PL emission is
almost ceased. Such PL quenching feature can be interpreted by the fact that the photo-
generated holes from CQDs can separately transport to AgNPs, whereas the photoexcited
electrons are driven to SiNW sides, and thus the carriers can be effectively separated,
promoting the use of both photo-created electrons and holes for the activation of dye degra-
dation. To further support these findings, the excited currents of samples under the sweeping
bias from −0.5 to 4.0 V in the presence of either illuminations of 405-nm light or dark condi-
tion are evaluated, where the former correlates with the creation of photocurrents, and the
latter involves with the excitation of dark currents, as shown in Figure 3d. The measured
photocurrents at 4.0 V under light illuminations are found to be 2.75 × 10−4 A (SiNWs),
3.06 × 10−4 A (CQD@SiNWs) and 8.71 × 10−4 A (CQD/AgNP@SiNWs), where the origin
of leading photocurrent performance from CQD/AgNP@SiNWs can be contributed from
the strongly reduced light reflectivity and superior capability of charge separation, as ev-
idenced in Figure 3b,c. In addition, the extracted dark currents of CQD/AgNP@SiNWs
(2.13 × 10−6 A) are the lowest in these three samples, which is two order of magnitude
lower than sole SiNWs (2.07× 10−4 A), as presented in the inset of Figure 3d. Such a feature
is supported by the sound rectification performance of heterostructures that possesses the
effective diode behavior for suppressing the leakage currents. In addition, no obvious
hysteresis in the I-V characteristics can be found from three tested samples, as presented in
Supplementary Materials.

The degradation efficiency of MB dyes, in terms of C/C0 (%), in the presence of
SiNW-based photocatalysts with variations of CQD/AgNP contents are demonstrated in
Figure 4a. In sole SiNWs, the trivial photodegradation efficiency can be found, which is
because the involvement of rapid charge recombination appearing in Si crystals that are
capable of initiating the oxidative process for dye degradation. To overcome this issue,
the incorporation CQD/AgNPs with SiNWs is found to be promising, where the greatly
improved photodegradation efficiency of MB dyes is achieved. Foremost is the introduction
of 20 mg of CQD/AgNP nanostructures as the optimal condition for preparing the hy-
brid CQD/AgNP@SiNWs, whereas the introduction of a greater amount of CQD/AgNPs
(24 mg) in turn will suppress the degradation performance due to the significant aggrega-
tion of CQD/AgNPs on SiNW surfaces that may impede the illumination lights entering
the photocatalysts.
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Figure 4. (a) Photodegradation results of MB dyes in the presence of SiNWs, CQD@SiNWs and CQD/AgNP@SiNWs
with three various loading amounts of CQD/AgNP nanoparticles, respectively. (b) Kinetic investigations and (c) rate
constant of MB degradation in the presence of CQD/AgNP@SiNWs (20 mg of CQD/AgNP loadings). (d) Cycling tests of
CQD/AgNP@SiNW photocatalysts.

To model the photocatalytic kinetics, the involved reactions of dye degradation are
examined with three kinetic models, including first-order kinetic model, second-order
kinetic model, and Langmuir–Hinshelwood kinetic model, as expressed in the follow-
ing equations.

First-order kinetic model [34]:

ln Ct = −k1t + ln C0 (2)

Second-order kinetic model [35]:

1/Ct = k2t + 1/C0 (3)

Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics model [36]:

ln(Ct/C0) + kab(C0 − Ct) = −k3kabt (4)

where C0 and Ct are assigned as MB dyes at time = 0 and time = t, respectively. k1, k2 and
k3 represents the rate constants of first-order, second-order, and Langmuir-Hinshelwood,
respectively. Kab is assigned as the Langmuir constant. Accordingly, the fitting results from
experimental investigations for three distinct kinetic models are demonstrated in Figure 4b,
where the highest R2 (0.98) appears in the second-order kinetic model, validating the un-
derlying kinetics for dye degradation under the variations of illumination durations. Fur-
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thermore, the reaction constants following the expression of second-order kinetic model are
evaluated to compare the photodegrading rates of three samples, as indicated in Figure 4c.
The results evidence that the rate constant of hybrid CQD/AgNP@SiNWs is more than
2.3 times and 21 times than CQD@SiNWs and sole SiNWs, respectively, behaving the supe-
rior photocatalysts for treating the MB dyes in the aqueous media. Moreover, the reliability
of MB photodegradation is monitored with four sets of consecutive cycles (Figure 4d),
and the almost similar decaying curves in terms of concentration of remaining dyes with
respect to the illumination time are presented for these four cycles. All these examinations
suggest the reliable and efficient characteristics for the removal of MB dyes based on such
hybrid photocatalysts.

Aside from the evaluation of photodegradation performances, examinations of un-
derlying photocatalytic reactions for the removal of MB dyes were carried out based
on introducing several possible scavengers, including AgNO3, IPA and Na2-EDTA for
selectively trapping the photogenerated electrons, hydroxyl radicals and photogener-
ated holes, respectively. Figure 5a presents the corresponding results along with the
photodegradation curves without adding the scavengers. One can obviously find that
the involvement of all three trapping molecules affect the dye degradation efficiency of
CQD/AgNP@SiNWs, while the photogenerated holes and hydroxyl radicals act the domi-
nant roles as the degradation results are substantially suppressed due to the addition of
Na2-EDTA and IPA regents, respectively. In addition, the underlying band diagram of such
CQD/AgNP@SiNW heterostructures is illustrated, as shown in Figure 5b, which elucidates
the possible transport routes of photogenerated carriers. The photogenerated electrons at
LUMO level of CQDs excited from light illuminations irreversibly transport to the LUMO
level of Si due to band bending established by the heterojunction at CQD/SiNW interfaces.
Meanwhile, the photoexcited holes at HOMO level of CQDs simultaneously transport to
AuNPs owing from the energy of HOMO level (CQDs) existing below the work function of
AuNPs. Such charge-transfer phenomena lead to the effective charge separation obtained
by the created step-like energy diagram [37,38]. On the basis of these findings, the possible
mechanism contributing to the highly efficient dye-degradation performance is illustrated
in Figure 5c. It clearly indicates that both the photogenerated electrons and holes allow the
activation of dye degradation through distinct routes. The released electrons from SiNWs
initiate the formation of superoxide ions by reacting with O2 in the solutions, which are
highly oxidative for the photodegradation of MB dyes. On the other hand, the reactive
hydroxyl radicals are created due to the interaction of released holes with water in the
aqueous solutions, which offer another pathway for causing the efficient route of dye
degradation, where both of them enable to establish the accelerated photodegradation
process with remaining dyes.

One additional reason that benefits the photodegradation performance relates with
the adsorption of MB dyes on the photocatalyst surfaces, which belongs to the initial step
for the succeeding photocatalytic interaction. In this regard, the surface wettability and
zeta potential of three-SiNW-based samples are measured (Figure 6), and the corresponded
results are summarized in Table 1. On investigating the surface wettability, the contact
angle of SiNWs is found to be 59.8 ± 0.2◦, whereas the CQD@SiNWs possess comparably
low contact angle of 10.9 ± 0.1◦. This can be attributed the abundant hydroxyl groups
existed in CQD surfaces that improve the surface wettability, as evidenced in Figure 3a.
Moreover, the substantial improvement of surface hydrophilicity can be achieved from
CQD/AgNP@SiNWs with low contact angle of 2.1 ± 0.1◦, which can facilitate the con-
tact of dye solutions with photocatalysts. In addition, the sound wetting characteristics
of photocatalysts with dye solutions also correlate with the magnitude of zeta potential,
which stands for the dominant indicator responding the dispersed stability of nanostruc-
tures in dye solutions. It can be found that the zeta potential of CQD/AgNP@SiNWs
(−56.6 mV) reaches comparably relative value than both of sole SiNWs (−15.2 mV) and
CQD/SiNWs (−38.1 mV), indicating that such heterostructures are highly stable to rem-
edy the photocatalytic process. Moreover, after four cycles of photodegradation process,
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CQD/AgNP@SiNWs still maintain the unchanged zeta potential (−53.9 mV), with only
less than 4% of deviation compared with original case, again verifying their reliability for
long-term use.
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Table 1. Measured results of zeta potential and contact angles of various photocatalysts.

Characteristics SiNWs CQD/SiNWs CQD/AgNP@SiNWs CQD/AgNP@SiNWs (after
Four-Time Photo Degradation Test)

Zeta potential (mV) −15.2 −38.1 −56.6 −53.9
Contact angle (◦) 59.8 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.2
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Regents

Methylene blue (MB, Mw = 319.85, 100% purity), glucose (Mw = 180.16, 99% purity) and
Hydrogen fluoride (HF, 48–51%) were purchased from Acros Organics. Hydrochloric acid
(HCl, 37%) and nitric acid (HNO3, 65%) were obtained from Scharlau and Panreac AppliChem,
respectively. Single-crystalline Si substrates were purchased from Semiconductor Wafer Inc.,
Taiwan. No further purification of the regents was performed.

3.2. Formation of CQD/AgNPs

Briefly, the 2 M of HCl acid and 2 g of glucose were mixed in the gentle magnetic
stir serving as precursors for the synthesis of monodispersed CQDs. The mixed solutions
were sonicated with an ultrasonic vibration equipment (DC200H, oscillation frequency:
40 KHz, output: 200 W) for 4 h. Subsequently, the as-prepared solutions were annealed in
the clave at 200 ◦C for 5 min. Finally, the as-treated samples were subjected to filter process
through a 0.22 µm membrane to remove the particles which are not completed reacted.
The hybrid CQD/AgNP nanostructures were synthesized by mixing the as-prepared CQDs
with AgNO3 under the volume ratio of 1:1 in DI water, along with introducing 32 µL
of ammonium hydroxide with a concentration of 35%, and then the mixed solution was
processed with the sonication treatment for 10 min. After that, the products were annealed
120 ◦C for 60 min

3.3. Formation of Aligned SiNWs

The single-crystalline Si substrates (Resistivity = 1–10 Ωcm) with crystallographic
orientation of (100) direction with the fixed size of 1.5 cm by 1.5 cm were used as the
starting materials. Prior to SiNW fabrication, the Si substrates were cleaned in the ultra-
sonication with acetone, isopropyl alcohol and deionized (DI) water. After that, the Si
substrates were immersed the etching solutions containing 4.6 M of HF (4.6 M) and 0.01 M
of AgNO3 for 20 min at 25 ◦C for preparing SiNW arrays with vertical configuration [39–44].
Subsequently, the SiNW samples were dipped in the concentrated HNO3 solutions (65%)
to completely remove the residual silver structures. Finally, the as-prepared samples were
dipped in the dilute HF solutions (1%) to etch away the grown oxide and then dried by
gentle N2 gas.

3.4. Photocatalytic Measurements

Photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue (MB dyes) were tested using a PanChum
multilamp photoreactor (PR-2000) under the switchable lamp sources. In each measure-
ment, the samples with fixed size of 1.5 cm by 1.5 cm were immersed in the dye solutions
(0.2 mM, 10 mL in volume) with a constant magnetic stir. The solutions were placed in the
dark condition for 1.5 h to reach the adsorption equilibrium, and then transferred to the
photoreactor for initiating light-excited photocatalytic process. To measure the photodegra-
dation result, 0.1 mL of suspension was withdrawn and the involved concentrations were
characterized with a UV/visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-2401 PC).

3.5. Characterizations

Chemical structures and correlated functional groups of samples were characterized
with a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra (Perkin ElmerFrontier). Morphologies and
chemical composition of the prepared substrates were examined with scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM, Hitachi S-4800) and energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS, Oxford INCA),
respectively. Crystalline investigations were conducted with a Rigaku Multiflex X-ray
diffractometer under Cu-K radiation. Chemical states and compositions of sample sur-
faces were analyzed with X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, PHI 5000 Versa Probe).
Light-emitting properties of samples were characterized with a photoluminescent (PL)
system equipped with light-emitting diode (LED) lamp (output power: 780 mW). UV/Vis
reflection spectra were analyzed with a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Hitachi, U3900H).
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Photoelectric measurements of samples were conducted through a standard semiconductor
characterization system (Keithley 2400).

4. Conclusions

Extensive investigations of incorporated CQD/AgNP nanoparticles with regular
SiNW arrays made via a facile synthetic method are presented for remarkably improv-
ing the photodegradation performances of MB dyes. The low light reflectivity of 2.21%,
superior capability of charge separation, and sound wettability in a highly stable form with
dye solutions of these intriguing CQD/AgNP@SiNW photocatalysts are identified. By ad-
justing the amount of adding CQD/AgNP nanoparticles, the correlated photodegradation
efficiency can be dramatically improved, and these photocatalytic features for dye removal
are highly stable, showing the unchanged photodegradation behaviors for four-times
cycling utilization. On the basis of such green-formation photocatalytic heterostructures,
along with investigations on degradation kinetics, band structures, and mechanisms, we
anticipate that this research can further pave the wat for opportunities in practical water
treatment, dye detoxification, and other functional applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/
11/3/399/s1. Figure S1: Time-dependent I-V curves of sole SiNW, CQD@SiNW and CQD/AgNP@SiNW
arrays. The results indicate that no obvious hysteresis in the I-V characteristics can be found; Figure S2:
Light-absorption spectra of MB dyes in the presence of CQD/AgNP@SiNW arrays after experiencing
light illuminations.
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